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.CHAPTER I 
INTRODl!CTION 
. The three maj or costs generally associated with the 
process of transforming raw materials into marketable 
merchandise area 
1. Raw material·costs 
2. Production costs 
J. Distribution costs . 
Raw materials are the materials necessary to produce 
the finished product. They are the tangible substances 
from which the finished product is made. As such they may 
be purchased or shipped in from another plant. Raw 
material costs are the costs associated with obtaining 
these materials. 
The production cost is the cost associated with the 
conversion of the raw material into a finished product. It 
includes the cost of labor; the storage cost of raw mate­
rials, in-process and finished products, and the cost of 
energy or power . The cost of expendable tools and supplies, 
such as drill bits or dies, that are directly related to 
the product may also be included . The fixed costs of a 
plant may or may not be included in this production cost. 
Usually they are added as a percentage to obtain a final 
factory cost, but are not computed for individual units. 
2 
Finally, there is the cost of moving the finished. pro­
duct to the market place or to the consumer. These distri­
bution costs are generally a function of the product, the 
distance, and the type of conveyance.1 A truck may b�. 
fully loaded because it is at maximum weight or at maximum 
volume, depending upon the product. For instance, a bulky 
product would probably fill a truck to maximum volume, 
whereas a compact, dense product would load a truck to the 
maximum allowable weight. 
The production costs and raw material costs can be 
combined as a f�ctory cost which will be considered a fixed 
cost per unit.of_product per-plant. This cost will be 
taken into consideration in determining profit. However, 
this paper will be chiefly concerned with the distribution 
costs. 
The transportation, or distribution, costs have re­
ceived considerable attention over the last thirty years. 
Working ind�pend.ently, Hitchcock [11] and Koopmans [14] 
developed the transportation model. This model is designed 
to maximize the profit (or minimize the cost) of shipping 
a homogeneous product from several sources {plants, ware­
houses) to several destinations (warehouses, distribution 
1As a convenience, a·conveyance will be called a 
truck with the understanding that it may be any shipping 
vehicle such as trucks, railcar, aircraft, or even pack 
mules. 
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centers or consumers) . This problem can be set up in a 
distribution matrix to be solved by distribution methods. 
Figure 1-1 shows a typical distribution matrix, the solution 
of which is discussed in most Operations Research textbooks 
(for example, [1] , [ 19] , [ 18] ) • 
s 1.5 !' 
a .. 





X31 X32 X33 X34 X3.5 
a3 
P41 P42 P43 P44· P45 
a4 
X41 X42 X43 X44 X45 
b1 b2 b3. 
b4 b.5 
Figure 1-1. A generalized distribution matrix. 
x . .  is the quantity shipped and P .. is the profit of 1J 1J � 
shipping one unit. 









X . .  l. J = Amount 
i to j 
p .. = Profit 
l.J 
product 
\ X .. = A. L J.J - i 
j=l 
of product shipped from 
of shipping one unit of 
from i to j 
i=l, •.• ,m 
Quantity of pro<luc-t available at 
source i. ) 
j=l, ••• ,n 
(B. a Requirement for product at desti­
J 
nation j.) 
(Product available must equal product 
requirements.) 
X . .  � 0 l.J 
(All values must be zero or positive. ) 
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Using the above relations, this class of problem can 
also be solved by using the simplex procedure, developed by 
Dantzig [5] and Charnes, Cooper and Henderson [4]. 
Figure 1-1 denotes that the transportation model is a 
two-dimensional problem in terms of sources and destina­
tions. An extension· to the three dimensions of sources. 
destinations, and products has been made by Schell [20 J • 
Some of the notations have been changed to conform to the 
nomenclature being used in this paper. 
Mathematically Schell's model has been formulated as: 
Maximize· 
where 
subj ect to 
tt � X •. k P .. k 2__ J.J � J.J 
i=1 j=l k=l 
X .. k = Amount l.J 
i to j 
p. "k = Profit l.J 
k from 
of product k shipped 
of shipping one tmit 
i to j 
k=1, ••• , p 





= Production limitation on product k 
at source i.) 
k=l, • • • ,p 
j=1, • • •  ,n 
(Bjk = Requirements for product k at 
destination j.  ) 
f Xijk = 
k.=1 
E . .  
l.J 
(E . . = Maximum 
l. J 
possible 
i=1, • • • , m 
j=l, • • •  ,n 
units that can 
shipped from source i to desti-
nation j.) 
m 
Aik = L Bjk 
1=1 j=1 
p 
Bjk = LE .. l. J 
i=1 
n 
z-L E • .  = Aik l.J L_ 
j=l k=1 
(The numbers on each plane must be 
consistent. This is related to pro­
ducts available must equal product 
requirements in the two-dimensional 
problem. )  
m P 
L) Aik = 
i=1 fu 
(Total produced equals total demanded 
equals total shipped.) 
X • •  k � 0 
_1J 











T4e three-dimensional transportation 




has described an adaptation of the MODI 
(a distribution solution method) to solve this three­
dimensional problem. However, Motzkin [17] has shown that 
the solution is not .necessarily integral even if Aik, _B jk' 
and Eij ar.e integer�. 
The transportation problem can be solved in three 
dimensions. However, it appears to be lacking in one 
aspect. The three-dimensional model is designed to deter­
mine the allocation of products that maximizes the profit 
without consideration of the availability of trucks to 
transport the products. It does consider a limit on the 
total possible amount of product shipped between two 
a series of two-dimensional problems. However, if the 
quantities of trucks available are a factor, then these 
may be the limiting element on the a.mount shipped between 
two places. If the trucks can carry only one product, the 
model again leads to a series of separated two-dimensional 
problems. However, if a truck may contain a mixed product 
load, there is no indication of what product-mix will con-
.stitute a load. An extension of the transportation model 




THE EXTENDED TRANSPORTATION PROBLEM 
Briefly, the problem is one of shipping p products 
from m plants to n distribution centers profitably. There 
are, however, limits on production, demand requirements, 
and a limited number of trucks. 
The logical way to include trucks and truckloads 
appears to be the revision of the shipping constraints of 
the thre.e-dimensional transportation problem. The concept 
of loading a truck is analogous to a hiker filling his 
knapsack. The hiker can carry only so much and must decide 
what items are to be carried. · The "knapsack problem", as 
presented by Dantzig [5], offers the hiker a way out of 





ti Xk d� 6! T• 
(Weight limitation. ) 
{o
1 
- leave i tern 
Xk = ·t -- carry J. em 
(2.1) 
where 
Xk = Decision variable for k
th item 
Pk.= Value of k
th item to the hiker 
d� = Weight of kth item 
T = Maximum load (weight ) the hiker can 
carry. 
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The weight limitation may also be expressed as a 
truckload restrictions 
( 2. 2) 
where 
Xk = Number of units of item k 
dk 
= Weight of one unit of item k 
= Total possible load, units of weight . 
Note the change in meaning of the X variable, ·as well as the 
fact that one or more truckloads may be included in the 
total possible load. This restriction may also be expressed 







X � k* * T T 
* 











dk = Maximum units of item k per load 
t = Number of trucks. 
Expanding (2.4) further by adding- a source (i) and destin­
ation (j) for each product givesa 
t Xijk � 
d t .. . k l.J .K= J. 
i=1, ••• ,m 
j=1 ••••• n 
Since t .. only indicates the number of trucks that are l.J 
going from i to j, a further constraint must be added re-




i=1, ••• ,m ( 2. 6) 
T . = The number of trucks available at J. 
source i .  
Adding these restrictions to the three-dimensional 




Xijk = The amount of product k shipped 
from source i to destination j 
P .. k = "Profit" gained by shipping a 1J 
unit of k from i tQ J 
c .. = Cost of a truck going from i to j 
l. J 
(By its nature, it is a negative 
number.) 
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t •. = Number of trucks going from source 
1J 
i to destination j 
k=1,•-••P 
i=l, ..• 1:m 
(Aik � Production limitation for product 
k at source i.) 
i=1 
X •. k � B •t-1J J� k=1, • • - ,p j=l, • • •  ,n 
(B.1 = Demands for product k at destina� J C  
j=1 
tion j. ) 
t .. !: T. 
1J l. i=l •.•. ,m 
�T.·= Trucks available at source i.) ,1 
J 
where 
i=l·, ••• ,m 
j=1 , ••• ,n 
dk = Nwnber of units of product k per 
·1oad. 
f = Fraction of the total available 
space that may be empty
2 • 
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Examination of the model shows that a fourth dimension 
of trucks has been added. This changes the objective func­
tion because t�e profit3 per product {Pijk) is dependent on 
the number of products shipped from i to j. The cost of 
moving a truck is usually fixed per run regardless of load. 
Therefore, the objective function expresses the concept 
that the total cost of shipping is subtracted from the 
total profit. 
An arbitrary lower limit can be established as what 
will be allowed as a truckload. This is accomplished in 
the last set of equations (truckload limitations) , 
0 = t .. - .;fL- X�jk = f 
J.J k k 
i=1, ••• ,m 
j=1, ••• ,n 
2while f is defined as the fraction of the total 
space available that may be empty, it may also be defined 
as the fraction that may be empty in the last truck filled. 
This would assume that all previous trucks are completely 
filled. 
3Profit is defined as selling price minus the 
factory cost. It does not include the shipping cost. 
265633 c u-r� DAKOTA STATE U VERSITY LlB ARY 
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which effectively say that the trucks are to be at least 
(1-f) full. Further examination of the model indicates that 
for a practical situation, Xijk and ti j must be non­
negative integers. This, as well as the knapsack problem, 
suggests the use of integer programming techniques to solve 
the problem. 
Integer Programming 
Integer programming is the technique of finding a 
solution to a linear. programming problem when some or· all 
of the variables must have integer values. There are two· 
classes. of integer programming problems, 
1o 0,1 problems 
2. All-integer problems. 
The knapsack problem is the classic example of 0, 1 
integer programmingo Basically, there are two possibilities 
open to the variable. Usually a '1' indicates action will 
be taken while a '0' means it will not. An example will 
show the problems that can develop. 
Let there be three products available for distribution 
from four plants to five war·ehouses. Let each plant produce 
·thirty it�ms of each product. There will be a variable for 
each item from each plant to each warehouse. Then the ship­
ment from the first plant to the fourth warehouse of the 
second product_, item number three is x1423• This would 
mean 450 variables for the first plant or 1,800 variables 
for the whole problem, as shown in equation (2.8) 1  
(4 plants)(5 destinations) () p
roducts) (JO items ) plant product 
plant 
15 
= 1,800 plant-destination-items (2.8) 
Since this problem is too small to be practical, it can be 
seen that the number of variables will get extremely large 
for a realistic problem. 
McMillian [15] has described another way to change the 
variables to solve the problem using 0, 1 programming. If 
X142 is the amount shipped from plant number one to 
warehouse number four of product two, then it can be 
expressed as1 
• • + 
n 2 x142n 
Under these circumstances, each Xijk would require five 
( 1  + 2 + 4 + 8 + 16 � JO )  0, 1 variables to express it. The 
sixty non-negative integer variables (4 plants x 5 destin­
ations x J products) would be replaced by three hundred 0,1 
variabl·es. Al though this reduces the number of variables 
from 1,800 to JOO, it appears that this type of programming 
would be impractical for most real-life situations. 
The second class of integer programming allows the 
variable to assume the value of any non-negative integer. 
For this class, only the sixty plant-destination-product 
variables are needed. This appears more reasonable for 
16 
the solution of jrealistic problems. This class of integer 
programming has been .. discussed by Beale [ 3 ] who listed four 
approaches to integer programming problems, 
1. Cutting plane methods 
2. Primal methods 
3. Branch and bound methods 
4. Partial enumeration methods. 
Beale contended that the cutting plane methods were 
the most powerful. He suggested that primal methods could 
prove to be the more powerful, but branch and bound as well 
as part�al en'l.h�eration were considered less powerful . 
The next ch�pter will discuss an algorithm using 
These are the two methods to be used to solve the extended 
transportation problem . 
CHAPTER III 
-METHODS OF SOLUTION 
This chapter is concerned with the techniques used to 
solve the three-dimensional transportation problem with 
truckload restrictions. The first method to be discussed 
is the Simplified Primal Algorithm (SPA) presented by 
Young [22] • The second method is an iterative algorithm 
using IBM's LPS/360 [12]. Other computer codes have been 
developed, but.as they are not currently available, they 
will not be dis�ussed in this paper. 
The Simplified Primal Algorithm is a.11 it1tege:c pro­
gramming technique that has been presented by Young [22]. 
It is a simplification of an earlier algorithm [21] . 
Glover [s] in a_companion paper has also shown that the 
algorithm will terminate in a finite number of steps. 
The .SPA is stated in a deterministic sense. That is, 
in a mathematically general form so that the proof of 
finiteness will hold in the most general case. However, 
this form �as to be made more spebific for use in computer 
programming. It is also desirable to have an algorithm 
that will move as rapidly as possible toward the optimum 
solution. In programming the SPA, an attempt has been made 
to choose the selection rules that provide the most rapid 
progress. 
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The discussion of the SPA will be preceded with the 
introduction of some terms and definitions used by this 
integer programming method. Other terms will remain the 
same as in the simplex method . 
The general integer programming problem will be 















( 3 . 1 ) 
i=l ,  • • •  , n+m 
.! - .J.. - - - --- .L'I - - ,_ .. - · -.J.U v �e:,t:.1.· .I. VJ." r .... - .&. , • • • , u:r1u 
of variables  in the basis 
of nonbasic variables  
Xk = The Xijk and ti j  variables of  the 
extended transportation problem 
for k=1 , • • •  , n. ( unknovm variables) 
a . .  = Known coefficients of the variables 
l.J 
ai0= Known constants of the constraint 
equations. 
Figure 3- 1 should help the reader visualize the general 
problem in a simplex type matrix as it has been set forth 

























• • • 
• • • 
P. 
x .  
J 
a12 • • • al j  
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Pn 
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• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
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Pn+i • • • Pn+m 











• • • 0 








• • • 1 
Figure .3-1 . A general integer programming matrix . The Pk are the 










P .  a . . - P. 1 1 J  J j=1 • • • •  , n 
20 
( J . 2) 
{ J . 4) 
The problem can then be written in tableau form as 
shown in Figure J-2.  The current value of the problem is 
a00• a01 .to a0n  correspond to the ind ex row values of the 
simplex matrix. The a10 to amO values correspond to the 
constant column of the simplex procedure. a11. to amn are 
the coefficients · of the nonbasic variables, while the 
identity matrix has been excluded. 
Another term that needs defining is that of the 
lexicographic relation between vectors. By definition, 
vector R .  will be lexicographically smaller th� vector Rk 
. ;t. J 
{Rj < Rk) if the first nonzero element of the vector 
( Rk - Rj ) is positive. For example, if 
Rl = (=f) 
and 
Rz = (- iJ)· 
• • • x . J • • • 
2 1 
• • • a0n -E--Index row 
alO a11 a12 • • • a . . J. J  • • • a in 
a20 a21· 
a22 • • • a2j • • • a2n • • • • • 
• • • • • 
• • • • . . 
aiO ail ai2 • • • a . .  l. J  • • • a m 
• • • • • 
• • • • • 
• • • 0 • 
amO - �1 
am2 • • • a • • • a m J m:g, 
{Constant column tcoefficients of non-
basic variables 
Figure 3-2. Revised general tableau for 




In the SPA, a transition cycle is defined a s  a cycle 
in which the aiO (constant column ) values change , while a 
stationary cycle is one in which these values do not change , 
4 The transition cycle . will occur when Q .  � 1 for reasons 
J 
that should be obvious later , 
The Gomory . cut [ 9 ]  is also used by the SPA . This cut 
provides an additional constraint which maintains the 
integer5 character of the problem when it is used as the 
pivot row. The slack variable , s ,  that comes into the set 
of nonbasic variables is defined as s 
4 A  s in the simplex procedure, Q j will be defined 
. (
ai� as min - • 
a . .  > O  ai · 
l. J 
5 The SPA requires that the initial tableau be all 
integer. The pivot element of the  Gomory cut will by 




A �  aij corresponding to the pivot column 
and source row 
u . = Nonbasic variable , in the current J 
solution 
[ ] = The largest integer less than or 
equal to the value in the brackets . 
The SPA also requires an additional constraint called 
the L equation to be added to equation 3.1 1 
where 
x .  = The original nonbasic variables 
J 
of the problem. 
( 3 .  6 )  
8Lo is a limit on the sum of the nonbasic variables when it 
is chosen sufficiently large to avoid excluding any feasible 
integer solutions . 
The SPA also  requires that the L equation be revised 
after each transition cycle. Equation ( 3. 6 ) then is 
where 
j=l 
u . � J 
u . = Variables that are currently J 
nonbasic. 
Glover [s ] has suggested that the value of 8Lo can be 
determined. by the simplex procedure for the linear 
programming problem s .  
Maximize 
subject to a . .  u .  
l.J J 




u. � O for all i ,  
l. 
. 8Lo = Maximum u0 • 
� ; �-, � � � �A n- ; � � ,  A 1 ��- ; +�� r ? ?l 
..._,. .,a., ; 4 1:' -'-' .,_ ..i.  _. '-- '-'- ..... .a. ...1.4 U. '-"4t..._ .a •-'- b " •  .,_ v • u •.a. L ... ., ...,_J 
restated as follows , 
1.  Adjoin L row ( see equation 3 . 6 ) . Go to step 2. 
2. Check for optimality. The solution is optimal 
if all a0j � - 0 for all nonbasic variables. If 
not optimal, go to step J .  
3 . Check for transition cycle . Calculate 
n • (aiO) 
., . = m in a:--J a . .  >O ij  l.J 
24 
for all j with a0 j  � 0 and determine if any Qj � 1. 
If so, designate one of the columns with Q . � 1 as 
J 
pivot column J (see page 26 , specific rule 1 )  and 
go to step ··5. If no Q .  � 1, go to step 4. J 
4. For all nonbasic variables with 8L j  > O generate 
the vec tor R .  = { a0 ./a- . ,  a1 ./a.. ., • • •  , a ./a. J. ,  J · J �J  J � J m J -� 
81,j/81,j) and select a p i  vo.t column J such that 
�J > 0 and RJ is lexicographically less than all 
other R j with �j > o .  Go t o  step 6 .  
5 .  G�nerate the se t V(J) = { i  I o � ai0/aiJ � oJ} • 
Select as the source row for a Gomory cut any 
row v (see page 26, spec ific rule 2) which is a 
member of the set V( J ) , Go to  step ? ,  
25 
6 .  Generate the set V( J) = { i j ai j > aiO } • Use an 
appropr iate source r ow sele cti on rule (see page 26, 
specif i_c rule 3 )  t o  select an elig ible r ow v as 
7.  
8 • . 
thE: source row for the Gomo:ey cut. G o  to step 7 .  
Ad j oin to the tableau the following Gomory cut 
generated. from the source row v. 
n 
s + �[  avlavJ] u j = [ avclavJ] ( 3 . 9 ) 
j=l 
Go to step a .  
I.f the variable related to  the Jth column is one 
of the original variable s, ad j o·in a constraint 
the form XJ - uJ = 0 where XJ is the new basic 
variable and uJ is the variable related t o  
column J ,  Go to  step 9. 
of 
9. Execute the usual simplex method change of basis 
procedure with J as the p ivot column and the newly 
adjoined cut ( J . 9 ) serving as pivot row. Then 
drop the cut· ( J. 9 ) and the pi vat column from the 
system. Retain the newly nonbasic column 
corresponding to the s variable of ( 3 . 9 ) . Go to 
step 10. 
26 
10. If the cycle just completed was a transition cycle, 
go to step 11. If a stationary cycle was complet­
ed , go to step 2. 
11. Revise L row (see equation 3 . 8 ) . Go to step 2. 
Some of the more general selection rules of Young 
need to be made more specific. Listed below are three of 
the specific rules i 
1. In step 3 ,  the pivot column J is selected such that 
a0J � a0j for QJ � 1 and all o j 
� 1. 
2. In step 5 ,  the selection of the source row is 
arbitrarily made the first of the eligible rows , 
since all the eligible rows will have the same 
effect on a00 and the constant column. 
J .  In step 6, the source row selection rule is arbi­
trarily s elected as the rule 3 given by Young [ 22] . 
This rule is stated as follows, 
(a) Select as the source row v the row that has 
been eligible through the longest s equence 
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o� immediately preceding tableaus ; break ties 
by arbitrary selection. Go to (b). 
(b) Repeatedly select the row v chosen in 
step (a) as long as it is eligible. In the 
first tableau v is not eligible. Go to (a) . 
In the computer program developed. for this specific 
problem, step 8 preceded step ? to help in the bookkeeping 
of the problem. The flow chart prepared for the computer 
program is shown in Figure 3-3 •  The computer program is 
listed i.n Append ix A. An example problem by Young [22] 
that has been solved by the computer code is presented in 
Appendix B. 
The general method uses LPS/360 , an application pro­
gram developed by IBM [12] to solve linear programming 
problems. Although there is no guarantee of an integer 
solution, an algorithm developed utilizing this program 
appears desirable since a linear programming technique may 
be read ily available when an integer programming technique 
is not. 
This m�thod requires that the third set of equations 
(truckload restrictions) to the extended transportation 
problem be revised as follows , 
t . . 
l. J 
Xijk - F d k 
( 3 . 10) 
Optimum 
solution 
Select J such 
that a03 <_a0 j 
for all a0j 
with Q .  � 1 J 
s source row v 
yes 
e s  




For all a0 j �o, 
calculate 
Q j = min (
aiO) a . . :>O a . .  .l J  J. J  







R j with 8L j  > 0 
as pivot coltunn J 
Use  Young • s 




Figure 3- 3 • The flow d iagram for the Simplified 
Primal _ Algorithm computer cod e. 
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yes 
dd id entity 
ow with -1 in 
J column , zeros 
elsewhere 
Ad j oin G omory 
cut with v as 
the source 
row 
e3�f' n.-r-m <::! .;  � T'\  1 .a--- - - .-.  ... .....,, .......... ):' ... ""� 
change of basis with 
J as the pivot col­
n and the cut row 
s the pivot row 










t . ·. = Amount of product in truckloads J. J  
30 
going from source i to destination 
j, when F = · O 
F = The range which will satisfy the 
arbitrary lower load limit for 
shipping. The bounds ar e  o and f. 
The tij value may include a fraction. If this is the 
case, the tij  value will be limit�d to force the value of 
t . .  to be within the arbitrary lower limit of a load � 
J. J  
The iteration algorithm can be stated as follows , 
1 .  Set up and solve the problem , requi�ing only that 
the x . .  k and t . .  variables be nonnegative. Go to J..J J..J 
step 2. 
If all t . .  ar e  integer , the most nearly optimal 
J..J 
solution has been reached � If not, go to step J . 
J .  Select the largest unbounded tij for each i. Set 
an integer limit on the selected t . .  such that t . .  
J. J J. J  
is within the arbitrary lower limit required to 
ship the load.  Examine any bounded tij and insure 
that each of th�m are at least f times the bound , 
If they are not, change the bound as appropriate. 
Go to step 4. 
4 � Rerun the problem with new limits on the ti j • 
Go to step 5 .  
J1 
If all t . .  have been bounded ,  a.�d their . values l. J  
are satisfa·c tory,  the most nearly optimal solution 
to the ext.end ed transportation problem has b een 
given. If not, go to step 2. 
This algorithm , while not an optimal solution , does  
show that there is  a solution to the extended transporta-
tion problem . The lim iting of t . .  i s  an attempt to get an 
J. J 
integer solution . However , the ad.di tion of any more con­
straints to forc e the integer solution would b e  similar to 
adding Gomory cuts , which lead s back to the idea that an 
integer programming technique would be the b est m eans to 
solve the problem .  
CHAPTER IV 
AN EXAMPLE PROBLEM 
An example problem has been devised to demonstrate the 
use of the extended three-dimensional transportation model. 
It consists of four sources, five destinations and three 
products. The production capabilities and the cost per 
unit of product for each source are given in Tables 4-1 
and 4-2. Tables 4-3 and 4-4 give the maximum number of 
each product demanded and the selling price of each product 
at each destination. Table 4-5 contains the cost of moving 
a truck from source i to destination J •  Each truck has the 
capability of carrying 10 , 20, or 30 units of product 1, 2, 
or 3 respectively or combinations thereofo It is required 
that each truck will be at least nine-tenths full or it 
will not go. There will be 5 ,  6 ,  6 ,  and 7 trucks available 
at plants 1,  2, 3 ,  and 4 respectively. 
The problem, when set up for the SPA , will have eighty 
variables and seventy-one equations. The variables include 
one for the quantity of each product from each source to 
each destination and one for the number of trucks from each 








1 2 3 
30 35 20 
35 36 2.5 
40 37 21 
45 38 23 




Product ( k) 
1 2 3 
28 0 20 
29 .50 20 
JO 70 31 
41 42 4 3 
32 0 10  










Product ( k ) 
1 2 3 
3 11 16 
4 8 17 
5 9 14 
6 10  1 5 · 





1 2 3 
14  1 5 2.5 
1 3  16  24 
12 17  23 
11 18 . 22 
10  19 21 
Table 4-4 . Product 











Destination ( j ) 
2 3 4 5 
40 80 30 40 
1 5  70  50 60 
7 5 30 50 40 
2.5 1 5  35 55 
Table 4- 5 . The co st of moving a truck from 
source i to destination j. 
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3.5 
There are -twelve production limitation equations and. 
fifteen requirement _equations. The truckload restrictions 










t . .  d 
l. J ! * 
X . "k d _J._J -
dk j=l 
n * 
� - * - f d 
L 
X . .  k d _J.�,1 __ 
dk j=l 
* 
- t . .  d � 0 l.J 
a multiple of t�e lar gest dk that 
all d /dk to be integer. There will 
will force 
be  twenty 
of these equations in this problem . Finally , there 
are four equations that limit the number of trucks leaving 
each source. 
With the above modifications , the solution was 
attempted· , but the programmed SPA did not meet expectations. 
It ran for 1 , 000 iterations , but did not add any of the 
original var iables to the basis or go through any transition 
cycles after fifteen iterations. The SPA had previously 
given satisfactory results for the example problem in 
Appendix B as well as for a twenty by nine transportation 
problem6 , so there was no indication why it did not solve 
the larger three-dimensional model . It is possible that a 
6The solution given by the SPA was tested by the 
MODI-method [ 16 J and it proved to be optimum. 
J6 
method of selecting the L row coefficients as presented by 
Glover [ 8 ]  would meet with more succ.ess. It is also 
possible that a different row selection rule in step 5 or 
step 6 could improve the algorithm. 
The possibility that this example has an unbounded. 
solution is eliminated by th e fact that the algorithm using 
LPS/J60 had a solution. 
The problem was also coded for LPS/360. It was then 
run according to the algorithm given on page 30. Since 
this is a linear programming method, the solution is not 
expected to be _ integer. Table 4-6 gives the truck values 
(ti j ) for the four runs that were made for this problem. 
The astericks ( * )  indicate the · t .: . that were bounded. as a 
.1. J 
result of that run. 
The final solution is presented in run 4 of Table 4-6 . 
Sources 1 .  2, and 4 have not used all the available trucks. 
Examination of run 3 shows the possibility that t
1 2 
could 
b e  greater than 0 . 9  if t15 were set equal to zero a However , 
the testing of all the various possible combinations of 
this type could easily require an excessive amount of com­
puter time. This is one of the problems of this method 
that would automatically be taken care of by an integer 
programming technique. 
Variable Run 1 Run 2 Run J Run 4 
t11 2.·83
¼ 3. 00 3. 00 3. 00 
t12  o . 45 o . 45 0 . 75* o. oo  
tlJ 
o . oo o . oo o. oo o. oo 
t14 
1 . 72 1 . 55* 1 . 00 1. 00  
t15 
o . oo o . oo 0.25* o . oo 
t21 0 . 63 o . 47 o .
47* o . oo 
t22 5. 37* 5. 00 5 . 00  5. 00 
t2J o . oo o . oo o . oo o . oo 
t24 o . oo 0 . 53 0 • .5J* o . oo 
t25 0 � 00 o . oo o . oo o . oo 
t31 o . oo  o . oo o. oo 
o . oo 
. t32 o . oo o . oo o . oo o . oo 
t�� 2.22 2 • .5J* 2 . 00 2. 00 .,,� 
0 . 25 1 .  20 2. 1J* 2 . 00 "J4 
t3.5 J. 5J* 2. 27* 1
·. a7 2. 00 
t41 o. oo o. oo o. oo o . oo 
t42 0 . 25 0. 62 o . J2* 0 � 00 
t43 5 . J2* 5
. 00 5 . 00 5. 00 
t44 1 . 43 1. 38* 1 . 00 1 . 00 
t45 o . oo o . oo o . oo o . oo 
Profit 2223. 67 2214 . 50 2180. 25 2051 $ 17 
Table 4-6. Results of the iteration algorithm 
for the truckload variables. The (* ) means that the 
variable was bounded with an integer such that the value 
given is at least nine-tenths of the integer. 
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Th e final solut ion of the problem must also b e  r educ ed 
by th e fractional amounts of the X values times th e profit 
per unit of product , if nec essary, sinc e fractions of 
products are not shipped. Having done th is and b ear ing in 
mind the l imitat ions on the previous page , there w ill be 
a profit of . 2027 for the probl em us ing the allocations 
shown in Table 4-7 • 
✓ 
X111 = 2 3 . 00 X112 = o � oo X11J = 2 0. 00 
X121 = 
o . oo X122 = o . oo X12 J = o . oo 
X131 = o . oo X1J2 = o . oo X133  = o . oo 
X141 = o . oo X142 = 
20 . 00 X143 = O a OO 
X151 = 
o . oo X152 = o . oo X1.53 = o . oo 
X211 = o . oo X212 = o . oo X21J = o . oo 
X2 21 = 2.5 . 00 X2 2 2  = 36 . 00 X2 2 J = 20 . 00 
X2 31 = o . oo X2 32 = 
o . oo X2 3 3  = o . oo 
X241 
= 
o . oo X242 = o . oo X243 = o . oo 
X2 51 = 
o . oo - X2 52 = o . oo X2 53 = o . oo 
XJ11 = ·o . oo X312 = o . oo X313 = o . oo 
X.321 
= o . oo XJ2 2  = o . oo X32 3 = o . oo 
X3J1 = o . oo X332 = Ji. OU x"""  = 13. 00 ))) 
X341 = 16. 00 X342 = 6 . oo X343 = 5 . 00 
XJ.51 = 18. 00 X3 52 = o . oo XJ.53 = .5 . 00  
X411 = o . oo X412 = o . oo X413 = o . oo 
X421 = o . oo X422  = o . oo X42 3 = o . oo 
X441 = 8 � 00 _X442 = o . oo X443 
= .5 . 00 
X4.51 = o . oo X452 = o . oo X453 = o . oo 
Table 4-7 .  · Final values for the amounts shipped 




CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMr�1ENDATIONS 
The three-d imensional transportation mod el as 
d eveloped by Schell . is satisfactory if there are shipping 
limits between sources and d estinations, an unlimited 
number of trucks, or the trucks are limited to carrying 
only one product. However, if there are a limited number 
of . trucks and they can carry a mixed load, the revision of 
the shipping restrictions of Schell by a set of constraints 
analogous to those of the knapsack problem of Dantzig will 
expand the transportation problem to  satis1·y these  
conditions. 
The algorithm using LPS/36O will give a solution to 
the problem. However, problems inherent to the technique 
caus e the solution to have a non-optimal solution. Never­
theless , it is better than an arbitrary selection, which 
had a profit of 1787 . This solution is in Appendix c .  
A method that showed more promise is the primal 
. integer programming technique d eveloped by Young. After 
being programmed for the computer it was tested and it 
worked for smaller problems, but when applied to the larger 
example problem it did not work. Further study of this 
algorithm should lead to selection rules that move toward 
the solution. Specifically, the method given by Glover 
for the selection of L row coefficients could be applied 
to the computer program. 
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A near ly optimal solution to the example problem has 
been given. Solving - this example problem with an improved 
version of SPA or with another integer programming com­
puter code would probably give a better estimate of the 
accuracy of the LPS/360 algorithm. 
A final recommendation is the study of the extended 
transportation model to determine which sizes, if any, would 
be practical and feasible for use with a 0, 1 programming · 
technique. 
APPEND IX A 
The comput er p�-ograrn that follows is bas ed on Young • s 
Simplified Primal Algorithm [ 22] , and integer programming 
te chnique .  It is written in Fortran IV language for an 
IBM 360 , Mod el 40 computer , with the disc operating system. 
The inputs for the program are explained in the program. 
/ /  O P T I ON C A T A L  
A C T I ON C A NC E L  
P H A S E  Y S P A 3 4 0 7 , ROO i 





C O M K ON / H E L P / Z Z Z , A  
C OM M ON O R OW ( l O O ) , J RO W ( lO O ) , AO J ( l C O ) , 8 ( 2 1 2 ) ,  
1 K ( 2 1 2 ) , OC O L ( 2 1 2 ) , A C O , C T R , T T , S S , C P R , � M , M , N , KM ,  
2 K N , K P , J , V , A L O , I J K L  
D I M E N S I O N A { 2 1 2 , 1 0 0 ) 
DO U o L E  P R E C I S I ON Z Z Z  
I N T E G E R  V , T , R , V J , B , C P R , C T R , S S , T T , S W , V V  
R E A L  K , O RO W , O C O L  
T H E  MA I N  P RO G R A M  L O A D S  T HE T W O  R OU T I N ES AS  
N EC E S S A R Y . 
1 C A L L  O P 5> Y S ( ' L OA O ' , ' S P A L P 1 ' )  
C A L L  S P A L P l  
C A L L  O P S Y S ( ' L O A O ' , ' Y S PA O  ' )  
C A L L Y SP A  
2 I F ( I J K L . EQ . l )  G O  T O  1 
C A L L O P S Y S ( ' L O A D ' , ' S P A L P l ' )  
C A L L  S P A L P 2  ( 1 )  
C A L L  O P S Y S { ' � O A D ' , ' Y S P A O  ' )  
C A L L  Y SP A l 
GO T O  2 
E N D  
P H A S E.  SP A L P l , ¥ 






S P ALP l I S  A �U U T I �E T O  C A L C U L A T E T H E  L I N E A R 
P ROGR AMM I NG SO L U T I ON T O  T � E  � KU H L E M  T U  F I ND A 
V AL U t  F O R * ALO * •  
SUB � OU f l Nl J � R l L P  
C□ r-'l �· .CJ 1 �  / tf r L P / Z Z l  , A  
C CJ M Vi ON O RO h l 1 0 0 ) ·, J K O �✓ l 1 u O ) , t� 0 J ( 1 0 0 } , 5 ( 2 l 2 ) , 
1 K ( 2 1 2 ) ,  O C J L ( 2 1 2 ) , A C □ , : T R , T f , S S , C P R , P � , � , N , KM ,  
2 KN , KP , J , V , A Lb , l J K L  
U I M L � S I U N A ( 2 1 2 , 1 0 0 ) 
OGU 5 L E  P R[ C l S I O� Z l l  
I N T E G E R  V , T , � , V J , B , C P R , C T R , S S , T T , S w , VV  
R E A L  K , UKOw , OCOL 
C DA T A  I N P U T  
C · C A� D  1 -- 1 5 1 5  F O R MA T  
C M - N U Mci ER  0 �  E J UA T I C N S . 
C 1\I - N U 1vl 8  E R  O F  \.JO �r n  A S I C  V A R  I A B L E S . 
C F O R  T H f:  3 - 0  T R ;l\ '.-.J S P L R  T A T  I Uf-J P RO S L E M . 
C KM  - N UM � E R  U F  S O U RC E S .  
C KN - N LJ V 6 E R  C F  L E S T l �A T [ U N S . 
c KP - �u� n E �  uF � Rcouc r s . 
C 
C S �-d T C  H E  S A ,  W C OUN T E R S . 
· C S� - 0 I F  � V E J Y  l A B L E AU I S  D E S I R E D . 
C l l U  S U P �, E S S  P R I N T OU T . 
C NUM - U P P E R L I  ;�H T Oi•! T H E  N U M 8 E  R OF  
C I T [ t{ A T I Q;- J  5 • 
C J SW - 0 F OR A P R I N TO U T  AF T E R  A T R AN S I T I O N 
C C Y C L E .  
C l f O R  :·W P R  I :H OU T .• . 
C J JC T R  - NUM b � �  O f  C Y C L E S  B E T W E E ·� P R I N TOU T .  
C l C C UO I F  NOT  O E S I � E O . 
C I J K L  - 0 l f  I T  I S  D c: S I R. c l )  r e  K E C A L C U L A T E  
4J 
C * A L O  * A f T E  l{ t V c R Y T k A �-• � 1 T 1 u ; ..1 C Y  C L E  • 
C l I F  T H E f- I R S T  A L U I S  S A i 1 S  I F /\ C T U K Y . 
C I W  - 0 W I L L : A U � E  A P R I N T OU T OF  E AC H  
C T A B L E A U  O f  S P A L P l .  
C 1 W J L L  S U P � � s s  T H E  P R [ N T I NG .  
C 
C C ARD  2 . . . .  F O RMA T 1 0F 8 . 0  
C T H E  A MA T K I X  
C 
C N E X T C A R D S F OR MA T l O F 8 . 0  
C T H E  C O � S TA N f C O LUMN  
C 
C L AS T  GROUP  O F  C A R D S  F O R MAT  1 0f 8 . 0  
C T HE O B J E C T I V E ROW . 
C 
R E A D ( l , l Ob o , E N D = 99 9 9 ) M , N , K M , K N , k P , S W , NU M , J S w l I J K L , l W . , J J C T R ,  
K. E A U ( l l , l O O l ) ( ( ,\ ( I , J ) , J = l , N ) , I = l , M ) 
R E A G ( l l , l O O l ) ( K ( l ) , I = l , M )  
R E A G  ( 1 1  , l O O 1 ) ( 0 1{ 0 \� ( J ) , J = l , N ) 
RE W I ND 4 
�R I I � ( 4 , l O O ) M , N , K M , K N , K P , SW , N U � , J S � , J J C f R 
�'i K I T c ( 1t , l O O l ) ( ( ,\ ( I , J ) , J = l , !� ) , I = l , M ) 
t<. l l t: ( L.- ,  l O G L >  ( K (  1 ) ,  l = l , M ) 
\,-;R I T E ( 4 ,  i C O l ) ( OK u w ( J ) , J = l , N ) 
DO 6 6  K C = l , N  
b b  J R O � ( K C J = KC 
DO 6 -, K R = 1 ,  M 
6 7  t H K K ) =K R  
GO T O  7 5  
EN T R Y  S P A L P 2  ( I W ) 
7 5  DO 7 6  K C = l , N  
C t� 0 r, l K C ) = l • 0 
7 6  AG J ( K C ) =- 1 . 0 
AL O = O . O  
l :> l J � l 
l D 5  
1 1 0 
l S O 
1 1 5  
V = O 
DO l C �  K C = l , N  
r f- ( :� n J ( 1,._ � > • L T • A o J i .j ) > .J = _K. c 
co �n u-.:u t  
I F ( A G J ( J } . Gf . O . O )  G O  T O  98 9 
f M l \J = l O u O . O  
lJ O  1 1 0 K K = l , M 
I F ( A ( K� , J ) . L E . O . O )  G O  T U 1 1 0  
T H E f A =K t K R ) / A ( KR , J )  
I F ( l HE T A . G E . T M I N ) G O  T O  1 1 0 
T M [ •-� = T H  f: T /\ 
v = K K.  
C U iH L'W E  
I F ( I �✓ • E Q • 1 ) GO  T O l 1 5  
\--i K [ 1 E ( 1 2  , 2 0 2 3 ) A L  C , ( A O  J ( K C  ) , K C =  1 , N )  
r� R I ·1 E ( l 2 , 2 0 2 l ) ( J R O 1, ( K C ) , KC  = l , � ) 
v, k I f [ ( l i , 2 0 2 0 } ( l� K U \,,-.; ( :, C ) , t< C = l , N ) 
00  2 8 1  K R = l , M 
i-'\ i<. I r E. { 1 l , 2 L) c 2 ) 0:, 0 L ( K !{ ) , Ll ( K R  ) , K ( KR ) , ( ,\ ( K R. K C' ) � i I I I: { 1 2 , 2.. C 2 5 ) t3 ( v } , J R U ,.; ( J ) ' • K C = l , N ) 
C O N  r I N U E  
I F ( V . E Q . O ) G O  T O  9 9 99 
A L O = A L O - K ( V ) * A O J ( J ) / A ( V , J ) 
GO  2 2 0 K C = l , N  
l F ( A ( K C , J ) . L O . O . O )  G O  T U  2 2 0  
I F ( K C . EQ . J )  GO  T O  2 2 0  
0 0  2 1 5 K R = l , M  
I F ( K R . f.Q . V )  GO TO  2 1 5 
A ( K k , K C ) = A { K R , K C } - A ( K R , J ) * A ( V , KC ) / A ( V , J ) 
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.., .,, 
2 1 5  C O N T I NU E  
AOJ ( KC ) = A O J ( KC ) - A OJ ( J ) * A ( V , KC ) / A ( V , J ) 
A l V , KC ) = A ( V , K C ) / A ( V , J )  
2 2 0  CLJr-J  I 1 N U t  
D O  2 3 0 K i{ = l , M 
I F ( � K . E W . V )  GO T O  2 30 
K ( K l-� ) : K ( KR ) - 1--. ( V ) ::: A ( K R , J ) / A ( V , J ) 
A ( K K , J ) = O . O  
2 3 0 C u N f l NUE  
K { V ) ·=K ( V ) / A ( V ,  J ) 
A ( V , J ) = l . O 
OCO L ( V ) = ORO� ( J )  
A U J ( J ) = O . O 
GO  r o  1 5 1  
9 9 9 9  S T O P  
9 ci 9  I F ( I w . E Q . l )  GO  TO  9 9 0  
v� R I T c ( 1 2 � 2 0 2 3 ) A L G , ( AO  J ( K C  ) ; 'KC= l , N ) 
v-tk I T E ( 1 2 , 20 2 1 ) ( J ;W rd KC )  , KC = l , N ) 
� R I 1 E l 1 2 , 2 0 2 0 ) { LK O � ( KC ) , KC = l , N ) 
DO 8 8 3  K R = l , M 
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d d 3 W R I T c ( 1 2 , 2 0 2 2 ) 0 C G L ( I< R ) , B { K K ) , K ( K \{ ) , ( :\ ( K R. , K C  ) , KC  = 1 , N ) 
�� K l T E ( l 2. , 2 C 2 5 } R ( V ) , J R O i-; ( J ) 
9 Y c i< E r l! i{ r-� 
1 U O t- U K  i··, A T ( 9 1 5 ) 
l O G O F O f, l 'i i\ T ( l 5 1 5 ) 
l Ou  1 F OR i•·i J\ f ( l G F 8 .. 0 ) 
2 u 2 0 F- 0 K r-- A T ( ' ' , l S X , 1 7 ( 1 X , F 5 • l ) ) 
2 0 2 l . f- U R �. ;\ I ( 1 ' , l 0 X , 1 7 ( 2 X , I 4 ) ) 
2 0 2 3 F O R :'�i A T ( • ' -, 1 2 X , l d ( l X , F 5 .  l ) ) 
2 U 2. 2 F 0K j•1 fl. T ( 1 ' , l X , F ':> • 1 , 2 X , I 4 , 1 d ( 1 X ,  F 5 .  l ) ) 
2 0 2 'j F O R /\'. A T  ( ' l t l l: S l j U RC  E R. lJ �1 I S ' , l 5 , ' i\ ''-J D T H E P I V O T  ' , 
l ' C O L Ut-�N  I S  ' , 1 5 )  
E r-.:0 
P H A S E  Y S P A O , S P A L P l . · 
I I  E X E C  F u R T R AN 
S U  b l{ OU T I N E  Y S P A 
C 
C Y SP A  I S  A R G U T l N L B A S E D ON T H E S I M P L I F I E D 
C P t<. l Mi'.\ L A L GO R I T H M  A S  P R E S l N T c C  B Y  K U tL R T  YlJU I -..(; I N  






























C O M � O N  / H E L P / Z Z Z , A 
C O M  h O t·J U K  Cl vi ( 1 0 0 ) , J k O H  ( l O O ) , A O  J ( l O O ) , B ( 2 1 2  ) , 
l K ( 2 1 2 ) , O C U L ( 2 1 2 ) , A O U , C T R , T T , S S , C P R , � M , M , N , K M ,  
2 K � , KP , J , V , A L O , I J K L  
D I M � N S I U N 4 ( 2 1 2 , 1 0 0 )  
0 I M  L: N 5 I U '.\J V J  ( 2 1 2  ) , V V ( 2 1 2  ) , R ·( l O O ) , R R  ·c l O O ) , T H  M I N  ( 1 0  0 ) 
L O U G L E  P K E C I � l □ i,J l l l  
A - T H E M A T R I X  O F  N Ol!- B A S I S V A R I A B L E S 
G R G "' - T h C O !i J [ C T I V [ R. C W  C ir- S I "'·• P L [ X 
J R rn·J - T H E: V A ;d A B L E ,� UM B E R  I S  L l:: S S T H E N  N F OR 
I� i'-4 l} � { G I l 1  • � .11 L V AX i fi t_-; L t t i\ i✓ D  G R  T: 1\T E K f H A N  
.l O O O f lJ � :\ S L A C K  V A  I {  [ A D  L f: • 
[\ 0 J - T H  t: I N O E  X R O  Y1 h HO  S E  V J..\ L U  E S ,.:\ K E  l J - C J  
CC UL - T H  E V A L U E S C U I< K E  S ;) U :  � 0 I .\ G r G f H E V AR  I A 6 L E 
I ; � T H t: fi /\ S I S • 
d - T H E V f\ R l A c L E  I N  T H E  n A S I S I N  f H A T  R O W . 
K - T H E  C J :-J S T A N T  C O L U MN U R  A I O  V A L U E S .  
I F  A P R i r � T O U T  U F  [ /\ CH T A G L E A U  I S  i; I V [ i'J ,  I T  W I L L  
8 E · 0 F T H  l: F u L L U �� ( I -� G F O 1{ M • T H l S F CJIU•l I S S H·1 I L A R  T 0 
T H E S I M P L E /... f:: XC t: � f T H ,\ T 1 · r H /l. S T H L  L - � U W AN D  T } j E  
GOM O k Y  C U T A T T I\ C t t t: D  T O  T t l l:  G U T  f O M . 
0 8 J E C T I V E K U W  - C O E F F I C I E iH � O F  T H E O b J c C T I V E  
F U : J C T I O N 
V A R I A D L E N U M B E R - I F  G U E A T [ R  T H A �  1 0 0 0 , I T  I S  
A S L A C K V A i{ I A U L E - A D D E D  B Y  A G O MU �Y C U T  
SU L U T I O N 
V A L U E  
. . -
T H E:  I NU c X H O W  - C U .{ �U: S P O N O S T O  T H E  Z J  - C J  



























































A A A A A 
A A 
M M A 
MM  MM A A 
M fJ M A A A A A  
·M M A A 
T T T T T  R R K R  
T R R K R  
T R R 






x x  
x x  
X X 
r� O T E T H A T  T H t: OR I G I O�J A L S L A C K  V AR l A B L E S  H A V E  
N U MB t: RS  lJ F 5 {J O O ;{ G R E A T E: 1{ I N r HE  B C CJ l U M r-J • T H E  L - R OH 
I S  N U l'-� tH: R d) g 9 9 9 . T HE C U T  �ur n I 5 0 A N O  T HE O T HE R  
r·W M8 :: ;{ S  C GR R t: S PG : : u  TU  T I H: OR I G I Wl A L  V i� R I A B U: S .  
I N T E GE R  V , T , R , V J , � , C P R , C TR , 5 S , T T , S W : V V 
Rc A L  K , L R u W , GC O L  
5 S = O 
AL O = MO DR ( A L O ) + l . O 
CA L L  W R I TE 
K V V = 2  
AOOP = O . O  
AUO � O . O  
T T = O  
C TR = O 
[; U  0 5 0 I = l , 2 1 2 
OU 8 5 0 J = l , 1 0 0 
8 5 0 A (  I ,  J ) = O . O  
OU 6 5 1  I =  l ,  2 1 2 
K ( l ) = O . O  
CCOL ( l ) = O . O 
u (  I ) = O 
H 5 1 CON T I NU E  
O U  6 �2 J = l , 1 00 
0 RO 114 ( J ) = 0 • 0 
AO J ( J ) = O . O  
J iW h  ( J )  = O  
8 5 2  CO N T I NU E  
RE W l N O 4 
· K E A U ( 4 , 1 0 0 0 ) M , N ; KM , KN , KP , S W , NUM , J SW , J J C T R  
R c: A D ( 4 , l C G l ) ( ( A (  I , J ) , J = l , N ) , I = l , M )  
R E A U ( 4 , 1 C O l ) ( K ( l ) , l = l , M )  
47 
C 
R E AL  l 4 , l 0 O 1 ) ( 0 i, G vJ ( J ) , J = l , N ) 
d ( l ) = 5 0 1  
D O  8 00 1 = 2 , M  
8 U O 3 ( 1 ) -= b ( I - l ) + l  
i3 l M +  1 )  = 9 999  
DO  8 0 5 J = l , N 
8 0 5  J R. O r, ( J ) == J 
MM=M 
I S = l C O O  
J C T R =J J C TR 
C CAL C UL A T E A DJ = ( l J -C J )  
C 
DO 5 5 K C =  1 ,  N 
A O J ( KC } = -OR O � ( K C )  
00 5 5  KR= l , MM 
AO J ( K C ) =A O J ( K C ) + CC O L ( K R ) * A ( K R , KC )  
5 5  C ON f l N U E 
C 
C S T � P O OF  Y O U N G S S I M P L I F I E D P R I MA L  A LGOK I TH M  
C T H E L Ku t4 I S  A U U E O  T U  T H E  A M .l\ T R I X 
9 l F ( C T R . EQ . 0 )  GO r o  1 0  
C 
C I F I T i S f) r- :') f � C r, T O  H _,\._\/ E T H  c ? R G G 1<. 1-".. M C /, L C U L  :\ t E 
C .. '\ L O  ,�� f f t k c V i: I{ Y L� A 1 • S l T l L, !'4 C Y C L E , I T I S D O  :··J E H E  R E  
C S TOR I NG  T H E  C U R R E N T  T A 6 l t A U V A LU E S  ON  D I S C F I L E  4 .  
C 
I F ( I J K L . N E . O l  GO TO 1 0  
R E W I N D 4 
w R I T E  ( 't , l 0 0 1 )  { A U J ( KC ) , K C = l , N )  
W R I T f ( 4 , 1 0 0 1 ) { C � O w ( � C ) , K C= l , N ) 
v H{ 1 T t: ( 4 ,  l C O  l )  ( K ( ·'°' R }  , K t{ = l ,  M )  
W rt l f c ( 4 ,  1 0 0 1 )  ( U C U L { K k )  , K R = l , M )  
W R l T E ( 4 , 1 0 C l ) C ( ,\ ( K R  , K C  ) , KC = 1 , N ) , K R = l , M ) . 
W R I � l ( 4 , l 0 0 l ) A O O P  
� x I T E ( 4 , l C O C ) J C T K , J J C T P. , 1 S , S W , J SW 
R [ f U RN 
tN H� Y Y SP A  l 
C A L L  1,·;R I T E  
R E W L N D 4 
R E  A u ( 4_ , l C O 1 ) ( J\ 0 J ( K C ) , K C = l , N ) 
R E A LJ ( 4 , 1 0 0 l ) ( U ;{ C ,·, ( K C ) , K C = l , N ) 
R E A G ( 4 , l C O l ) ( K { K � ) , K R = l , M ) 
1{ f A U ( 4 , 1 C O l ) ( 0 C j j L ( K R  ) , K f{ = 1 , M ) 
K [ A 1 ) ( 4 ,  l C O l ) ( ( /\ ( K rt , K C ) , K C = l , N ) , K R = l , M )  
R E A U ( 4 , l U O l ) A O O P  
R E  A tj ( 4 , l O O O ) J C T }{ ., J J C  T R  , l S , � \✓ , J 5 W 
C A L L  vHU T E  
K V V= 2 
AL O = MO OR ( A L D ) + l . O  
48 
- • 1-- - - --- - -
-♦ • ' 
- . -. . . . . . 
DO 1 4  K C = l ... 1 N  
R ;{ ( K C ) =O . O  
;u KC  ) = O 
1 4  CON  I I NUE 
10  L = M + l 
DO  1 1  K C-= 1 , N  
1 1  A ( L , KC ) = l . O 
K K = l 
K ( U = A L O  
V = O  
U O  1 3  KC = l , 2 1 2  
l J  V V ( K C ) = O 
5 0  T = O  
AOO= O . O  
00 5 6  KR = l , M  
5 6  AOO= AGO + O C O L ( K R ) * K ( KR )  
l F t J S w . [ Q . l )  GO  TU  1 0 0  
I F ( n C U . E � . AO O P ) GO  T O  1 0 0 
C A L L W R I T E R  ( 1 )  
/\ O O P  =.ADO  
1 0 0  CON T I NUE  
C 
C S T E P  l T E S T  F O R  T R A : .J S .£ T I U N OR S l A T I O N l\R Y C Y C L E  
K l = O  
00  l C l  K C = l , N 
l F  ( �O J ( KC ) . L T . 0 . 0 )  GO T O  1 1 0 
1 0 1 C O N T I N U E  
C 
C OPT I MAL  SO L UT I 0 1 �  SO  G O  T O  \� R I T E A T  900  
C 
C 
GO T O  9 0 0  
1 1 0 D U  1 20 K C = l , N 
I F ( A OJ { K C ) . G E . O . O ) GO  T O  1 2 0 
T M PJ = 5 0 0 u . O  
UO i l 9 KR = l , M  
I F  l A l K H , K C ) . L E . O . O )  GO  TO  1 1 9 
T H E f A = K ( K K. ) / A ( KK , KC )  
I F { I r'. I N . L E . T H E TA ) G O  T O  1 1 9 
T � I i� = l H l= T /\ 
1 1 9 C G rH I N U t:  
I F { T M I N . L T . 1 . 0 )  GU  T U  1 2 0 
K Z =K Z + l  
R ( K L ) = K C  
T HM I N ( K C ) = T M I N  
1 2 0  C O N T 1 1 -J U E  
I F C K Z . G E . l )  G O  T O  3 0 0 
C T HE T A  I S  L E S S  T Hr:N  1 ,  SO  AN  S-C YC L E  I S  T H E  K [ S U L T  





S S = S S+ l  
K Z = O  
C C A L  C U L A r F. T H  c L E X  r C O  u R A P  H I C  A l l  Y S � I A L L  E $ T V EC TO R  , 
C rJ H I C h W I L l B E S E L t: C T [ 0 A S . T H  c f � E rw B 1\ S I S V A I{ I A U  L E • 
C 
C 
2 0 0 00 2 10 KC = l , N 
I F ( A ( L , KC ) . L E . O . O )  G O  TO  2 1 0  
K Z = K Z + l  
R ( K Z ) =K C  
2 1 0  CON T I N U E  
I F ( K l . E Q . l ) G O  T O  2 50 
K T= 1 
D O  2 2 0 K X= l , K l 
K C = iU K X ) 
K K ( K X ) = A OJ ( K C ) / A ( L , KC )  
I F ( RR  ( K X ) • L T • R t.Z ( K T ) ) K T = K X 
2 2 0 CON  f l i'-1 U E 
K R = O ·. 
2 2 1 K Z = O  
DL 2 2 5 K. C = l , K X  
l F ( � K ( K C  ) • N t • i·UU K l l } G O  f U  2 2 5 
R ( K l ) = I� ( KC ) 
2 1 5  C G N  f I NU E  
I F ( � Z . E C . l ) � O T O  2 5 0  
I f  ( K K . t Q � M )  G O  T O  24 5 
K R= K R + l 
K T =  l 
U O  2. 26 K X = l , K Z 
K C = � ( KX ) 
g R { K X ) = A ( K � , K C ) / A ( L , KC )  
I r- ( !� k ( K x } • L T • R R ( t, T ) :) K T = l\ X 
2 2 6  cr nn I NUE 
GU TO 2 2 1 
.50 
C S E L E C T  C O L UMN  A S  N [ C [ S � A R Y , X V AR I A B L E S F I R S T , f HE N  S 
C 
C 
2 1t 5 K T = R ( 1 ) 
DO 2. 4 7  K X = l , K Z 
1' C = R ( K X )  
I F ( J i{ U � ( KC ) • L T • J rl O W ( K T ) ) K T = KC  
2 1t 7 C ON T I N U E  
R ( l ) = R ( K T )  
C S T E P  JB H A V  I ! �G S f. L E C  T E D  ,� C O L U M N , T H [: S OU R C E  









2 5 0  J:: R ( l )  
KV-= O 
DO  2 5 5 K R = l , L  
I F ( � C K R , J ) . L E . O . O )  GO TO  2 5 5 I F ( A { K R , J ) . L E . K ( K � ) ) GO T O  2 S 5 K V  :: j, V +  l 
V J ( i< V ) =K R  
2 � 5  CON f I N UE 
V J ( K V + l ) = O 
DO 2 60 I\ T = l , K V 
I F ( V . E O . V J ( � T ) ) GO  TO 2o 4 2 6 0  C ON f I N U E 
V := V J ( l )  
00  2 62 K T = l , K V 
KK = v J ( K T )  
26 2 
l f ( V V ( K R ) . E J . V V ( V ) ) V = KR  CON T I N U E  
i 6 4  K T =  l 
2 7 l 
00  2 70 f< R = l , L  
I F ( K R . E� . V J ( K f ) ) GO  TO  2 7 3 V V ( K t{ ) = O 
Go r o  2 1 0 
2 7 3 K T =K T + l  
'2_ / (j 
3 0 0  
I F ( K R • f: W • V ) G O  f O 2 7 l 
v' V ( K :-{ ) = V V ( K R H· l 
C ON T  I fW E  
G U  T C  5 0 0 
S T E P  3 A  T R A N S I T I ON C YC L E S f A R T S  H ER E .  T HE . C u L U M  f � S E  L [ C T L l) H 1\ S T t h: S M /� L L [ 5 f I :W E X R U  W V A L UE . T H E  5 L UR C �  R C � l S  A � d i f � A� L Y  S E L � C T E D  AS  f HE F " I R S T  OF  1 H t � L G l t3 L E Rm� s . 
K T-= tU 1 )  
D O  J 0 3 K X -= l , K Z 
K C = � { K X ) 
I F ( ;� ·u J ( K C ) • L T • A O J  ( K T ) )  K T = K C  3 0 3 CO ,"�. T I NU  E 
J == K T  
T l == T T ·t- l 
TiH : � = TH  M I N ( J ) 
T = l 
K V -= O  
D O  3 CS  K R = l ,  M 
I F  (l\ ( K R ,  J ) • L i:  • 0 .  0 )  GO T O  3 0 5 
C U D-= 1\ ( 1\ K ) / A ( K R , J ) 
I F ( L C O . G 'f . TN I N ) G O  r o  30 5 
K V = K V+ l 
V J ( K V ) = K R  
3 U 5 c o r� r I NU E  
V == VJ ( l )  
51 
C 
C S T E P  5 I F  A N  X V 4 � 1 A8 l [ I S  A B□U r  T O  J O I N  THE  
C BA S I S , A D O  A N  ! D � N T I T Y  R O W  T O  TH E � A T � I X  AND  S H [ F f  




5 U O I F ( J RO W ( J ) . G T . N )  GO  T O  4 00 
DO · :> O S  K C = l , N  
A ( L + l , K C ) = A ( L , KC )  
A ( L , KC ) = O . O 
5 0 �  C GN T I N U E  
A ( L , J ) = - 1 . 0  
K ( L + l > = K { L )  
K ( L ) = O . O  
B ( L + U = G ( L )  
8 ( L ) = J fU. H� ( J ) 
UCOL ( L l = UR U W ( J ) 
V V ( L ·t l ) = V V ( L )  
V V ( L ) = O 
M =M+ l 
L = .M +  1 
S TE P  4 A DD f HE G GMCRY  C U T T O  T H E  M A T � I X  I N  
C R m, L + L .  
C 
'• 0 0 C fJ R = L + l 
t\ A A := K  ( V )  / JU V 1 J )  
K ( C p K )  = jV, U [J R  ( A A A ) 
DU 4 0 ':>  K C = l , N 
A A A = A ( V , K C ) / A ( V , J )  
:.\ ( C P R , K C l = t t J DK ( A A A ) 
4 0 5  C O N T I N U l: 
C I F  A P R l !H U U T  I S  G E S I R E D , I T  I S  G I V E f J H E R E  
C 
C 
l F C C T R . �·� E . J C T R ) GO TO  5 9 9  
C A L L  W K I T � R  l l , � W ) 
J C T i·, = .J C T K + J J C  T R 
t;, ,, 9 I F ( S �, • E � • l } G U  T O 6 0 0 
C A  L L �JR I T E l 
C S T E P  6 P l: R f U 1{ M 1 H E  S l M P  L f: X C H  A NS i: 0 F B A  S C S 
C U S I NG T H E  GO M Ll R Y C U T  A S  f HE P l V O T  ROW � 
C 
6 0 0 DO 6 1 0 K C = l , N  
K� = L  
I F { A ( C P i{ , K C l � E Q • 0 • 0 ) G O  T O  6 l 0 
I F ( K C . E Q . J )  G O  T O  6 1 0  




DD 6 1 0 K R d't , L 
� A A = A ( C P K , K C ) 
A A A =  A A A :.: A ( K t<. , J ) 
A ( K � , K C ) =A ( K K , �C ) -AAA 
6 1 0  CUN T I N U E  
I F ( K ( K R ) • E Q • 0 • 0 ) G O  T O  6 Ob 
OD 6 0 5  K R = l , L  
6 0 5  K ( K R ) =K ( K R ) - K ( C � R ) * A ( K R , J ) 
60 6 00 u 0 7 K R = l , l  
60 7 A ( K K , J ) = - A ( K R , J )  
AO J ( J ) =- AOJ l J )  
I S = I S + l 
J Rm·d J ) = I S  
C T R = C T R + l  
l f ( N UM . L Q . C T R ) GO  TO  9 0 0  
I F ( M . G � . 2 1 0 )  G O  T O  900  
I F ( T . E Q . l )  GO  TO  9 
GO TO  50  
C F I NAL  OU T P U T  
C 
9 0 0  l F ( S � . E � . l ) GO  T O  9 0 1 
C AL L W K .l T E l  
Q O l C 6 L L  � � [ T E R ( O )  
I J K L = l  
R E T U RN 
9 9 9 9 S TO t>  
l C O O F O R  1v1 1\ T ( 9 I 5 ) 
l C O l F U R V; ,H ( 1 0 F 8 . 0 )  
t N D. 
.5J 
/ /  E: X f. C F U R T H AU 
S U B i\ O U T I N E  � R [ T E 
C 1 H I S S U  3 UJ U T I N t \l l L l h R I T l:  A M A T  R I X O F T H E  F O I� M 
C L-J D l C A T E u  I r� T H E P i{ [ V I O U S  R O U T I N E .  I T  W I L L A L S O  
C G I V E T H E  P tU r, T O U T  I I' � f H E  F C RM U F  T HE [· X T E f� O E D  
C T � A N S PO R T A T I G N P �U B L E M .  
C 
C Ut-'t i,i ON / H t: L P /  l l l  , A  
C O M  :'-i o ;,-J O R  C \-. ( l O O )  , J R  U vv ( 1 0  0 )  , A U  J ( l O O ) , B ( 2 1 2 ) , 
l K ( 2 1 2 ) ,  O C � L ( 2 1 2 ) , A U O , C T R , r r , s s , c r K , � M , M , N , K M ,  
2 K N , K P , J , V , � L O , I J K L  
D I M f �� S I U i ..J  A ( 2 l 2 , l O O ) 
D I M L �-.. S l C N S P A C E ( ? ) ,  V A U 5 ) , OU T ( 5 )  
lJ [ M t i� S [ G N T Y P E ( j , 2 ) , C 1 - i A K ( 2 , 2 ) 
D OU b l � . P R E C I S I O N Z Z Z 
l , H t.. Gf: R  T , C T k , C P R , S S ,  T T , 8 , 0U T , V  
R E A L  K , lJ kO ,..; , U C U L  
IJ A T A  S P A C [ ( l ) / l H  / � 
D A T  A C H A �<. ( 1 , l ) , C HA R ( l , 2 ) , C H A R  ( 2 , l ) , 
l CH A � ( 2 , 2 ) / 3 h X ( , JH ) , 3H T ( , JH ) /  
[JO L 6 5 I -= 2 , 5  
B 6 5  5P A C E l l ) = S P 4 C E ( l - l ) 
[)0 b 1 0  I =  1 ,  5 
CU  f ( I ) = 0 
b l O V A L ( l ) = O . O  
W R l l E ( 1 2 , 2 0 4 5 ) A L O  
R E T U RN 
EN T R Y  WR I T E L 
¼ R 1 T E ( 1 2 , 2 0 2 6 ) C T �  
� R l f E ( 1 2 , 2 0 2 0 ) ( U R O � ( K C ) , KC = l , N ) 
v� R l  (E ( 1 2 , 2 U ✓- l ) ( J t� O h  ( K C )  , K C = l , i'-' ) 
W R I 1 E ( l 2 , 2 0 2 J ) AJ O , ( A O J ( K C ) , �C = l , N )  
U U  ,_ q3 1 K. k = l , C P R  
54 
8 8 1 'r-I R i r E <  1 2 , 2 0 2 2 ) 0 C 0 L ( J< R )  , e ( K R )  , K ( KR. ) , ( A ( K R , K C ) , KC = l , N )  
v,; R I  T i: ( 1 2  , 2 0 t:. :5 ) d ( v } , J R  O t.-J ( J )  
K E. T \J R N  
E N T K Y  W R I T � R ( I Sw , S W )  
i F ( l S h . E U . l )  G O  T U  9 1 0 
-=; o l K r = MM 
W R I T E ( 1 2 , 2 0 0 l ) C T R , T T , S S 
9 0 3 K T = K T + l 
l = B ( K T )  
I F ( K T . E Q . M )  G O  T O  9 1 0 
DO 9 0 ?  K K = K f , M 
l f ( r . L T . t:H K K ) )  GU T O  9 0 5  
T = LH KK )  
K Z = K K  
9 0 5  C ON T I N U E  
A A l\ = k ( K Z )  
K ( K Z ) =K ( K T )  
K ( K T ) =A A A  
B ( K Z ) = B ( KT )  
B ( K T ) = T  
GO  T O  9 0 3  
9 1 0 K T = � M + l 
I F ( S � . E Q . l ) G O  T O  9 3 1  
K O U T = l  
D O  9 Z O  K K = K T , M  
I X T =  l 
T = B ( KK )  
9 1 3  00 9 1 5  � K M = l , KM 
00  9 1 5 K K N = l , K N 
00  9 1 5 I\ K P = l , K P 
T = T- 1 
l f ( T . L c . O )  GO  TO 9 1 8  
9 1 5  C ON T I NUE  
I X T -= 2  
K K M = O  
00 9 3 0 K K N = l , K M 
DO 9 3 0 K K P -= l , KN 
T = T - 1 
I F ( f . L E . O )  G O  T O  9 1 8  
'-i :S J  CUN  i H W t  
9 1 8  V A L ( K D U J ' ) = K ( K K ) 
U U T ( K O U T ) -= K K M * l O C + K K N* l O + K K P  
G G Y 4 0 K J R  = l , 2 
9 4 0  T Y P t.: ( K O U T , K J R. } =C l -i AR { I X T , KJ R )  
I F ( K K . G t . M ) G O  r u  9 2 5  
I F ( � OU T . L T . 5 )  G O  T O  9 1 7 
9 2 j \·� R I r t ( 1 2 , 2 0 1-t O ) ( ( r y p E ( I J ' K J R ) 7 K J R = l ' 2 ) ' [ J = 1 ' K O u  r ) 
9 l 9 .� R I T E { l 2 , 2 0 u O ) ( S I-' A C  C ( l J ) , 0 U l t I J ) , V A  L t I J ) , I J = l 1 K G  U T  ) 
9 2 6  K O U T =O 
D O  9 2 1  I J = l , 5  
O U T  ( I J ) = 0 
9 2 1 V A L ( [ J ) = C . O  
9 l / K O U T =K LJ U T + l  
9 2 0 C 0 N f I N U t:  
I F- ( I S )"f . t: Q . l ) G O  ro 9 3 1 
� R I T � ( l 2 , 2 0 3 0 ) A U G  
R E T U � N  
9 3 1  W R I T E ( 1 2 , 2 0 3 5 )  C T R , A UO 
R f: T U RN 
2 0 C O  f O R  l'-i J\ T ( • + ' , 5 ( 4 /.. ., A 1 , 2 X , I 3 , ' = ' , F 6 • 2 ) ) 
2 0 u l r- UK  : ,1 A l ( ' 0 ' , ' 0 U f G f- ' , I 5 , ' I T E R A f I U N S , T H E R E yJ E R. I: ' , 
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1 1 5 ,  • T R /,, 1�J S I  f l  O N  C YC L i: S  A f\JO ' , 1 5 , ' S l A f I ON A R Y  C Y C L E S ' ) 
2 0 2 0  F O R M A T ( ' . ' , 1 8 X , 1 7 ( 1 X , F � . l ) ) 
2 U 2 1 FORM A T ( '  ' ,  l b X , l 7 ( 2 X ,  l 1t ) ) 
:2 0 2 2  F O R l11 A T ( ' ' , 1 X , F 5 . l , 2 X , I 4 , 1 8 < l X , F 5 . l ) ) 
2 0 2 3  F G R M A T ( ' ' , 1 2 X ,  l <l (  1 X , F 5 . l ) ) 
2 0 2 5 F O R ;�1 A T  ( ' T t 1 t: S GU RC  l: R O  h l S • , I 5 , 1 A N D  T H  E P I V O  T 1 , 
l ' C O L U h N  L S  ' , I' S )  
Z O i 6 F G R  i'l A T  { ' l 1 , � l) X , ' T A B  L E l� U N U  M 13 [ R • . , I 5 ) 
2 0 3 0 F O � M A T C '  O P T I M UM . S O L U T I O N I S  ' , F l 0 . 2 ) 
2 0 3 5 F O K  I'\ A l  ( • 0 A F f t:  I{ I f b{ A f I O I\J hJ U ,.,, a c R ' , 1 6  , 
l '  T H E  V A L U E  U F  A GO i S  ' ,  f- l 0 . 2 )  
2 0 4 0 F O R :'", tH { t ' , 5 ( 5 X , 2 A 3 , 9 ;( ) ) 
2 0 4 5  F OR MA f ( ' T H E  V A L U E  OF  A L O  I S  ' , F l 0 . 2 )  
E NO 
/ /  E: X E C  F U R TRAN  
FU NC T I O N �OGK ( A A A ) 
C F UN C T l U N � O U K  W I L L T A KE A NUM � E R  A N O  G I V E  T H E 
C I r H E G LR  l\ c A K t:  S f T r i  [ ,"-l U M  t3 �= R S U C H f H A T T H E  D I F F i.: l{ E ,  � C E  
C b E f W E EN T H E  � U M R E �  A NO f H E  l � f � � E �  I �  P O S I T I V E . 
,\ I = l rH { h fl A ) 
f f), A C T = A A f\ - A  I 
I F (  f- l{ A C T  ) 2 , 3 , 3 
2 A I = A l - 1  
G O  r o  l 
3 MODK= A l  
R E T URN  
E NO 
APPENDIX B 
Young [22] ha s presented an exampl e problem to show 
how the Simplifi ed Pr imal Algor ithm works. The same example 
i s  presented her e  to  show how the computer cod e  (in Appendix 
A) solves the probl em. The c omputer solution using rul e  J 
in step 6 is five it erations shorter than Young's  solution 
using rul e 1. The probl em i s  set up in Figure B-1. The 
following numb ering system keeps track of the variabl es. 
Numb ers l ess than 500 are the original var iables. 
Numb ers 501 to 999 are the original slack variables  and the 
numbers greater than 1,000 are the slack variabl es added. by 
the Gomory cut s. The number 9999 i s  the L row and O is the 
cut and pivot row. 
1 1 . 0  1 . 0  1 . 0  
1 2 
o . o  -1. 0 -1. 0 - 1 . 0  
o . o  501 . 4 . o -4 . o  5. 0 2 . 0  
. o . o  502 5 . 0 -2. 0  5. 0 o . o  
o . o  50 3  6 . o  3 . 0  -2. 0 2 . 0  
o . o  504 1. 0 2. 0 - 5 . 0 o . o  
1. 0 3 o . o  o . o o . o  - 1 . 0  
o . o  9999 4. 0 1. 0 1. 0 1 . 0 
O Q O 0 2. 0 -2 . 0  2 . 0 1. 0 
The source row is 501 and the pivot column is 3. 
Figure B-1. Tableau 0 �  
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Figur e  B-1 shows the initial tabieau ·with 501 
( original slack variable 1 )  as the pivot row and 3 
(variable x3) as th e pivot column. 
The enc ircled number 
would b e  the pivot for the simplex change of basi s .  Since 
the QJ value is 2 � 1 ,  this first cycl e is a transition 
cycl e. The second tableau in Figure B-2 is  the r esult of 




2 . 0  - J. O  
o . o  501 o . o  o . o  
o . o  502 5 . 0  -2. 0 
0 : 0  �0 1 2 � 0  ? . O  .,, - ..,, 
o . o  .504 1. 0 2 . 0  
1 . 0  3 2. 0 -2. 0 
o . o  9999 4 . o  1 . 0  
o . o  0 o . o  1. 0 
The source row is  50 ) and th e 
Figure B-2. Tableau 1. 
1 . 0 
2 
1. 0 
1 . 0  
5 . 0  
- 6 . o 
5 I'\ - . v  
2. 0 
1 . 0  
-1 � 0 
pivot 




o . o  
- 2 . 0  
o � o  
· 1 . 0  
1 . 0  
- 1 . 0  
column i s  1. 
In th is tabl eau , 1 (variable x1) is  the only c olumn 
eligible for a transition cycl e , but it does not h av e  
Q
X 
� 1 . Therefor e , this i s  a stationary cycl e .  The 
1 
variabl e going into the basis i s  1 ( Xl ) and 1002  (s z) i s  
the slack variable- from the Gomory cut j oining the non­
basi s  variables. Generating the R j vect ors  and sel ecting 
the l exic ograph ically smallest lead s  to  the selection of 
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.,, 
1 (X1) as the p ivot column, henc e  the iden tity row with 
1 ( x1 ) � 
Tableau 2 through Tableau 14 show the progress of the 
SPA through to solution. 
1 . 0 1 . 0  1. 0 
1002  2 100 1 
2 . 0  3 . 0 - 2 . 0  - 2 . 0  
o . o  501 o . o o . o 1 . 0  -2.0 
o . o  502 5 . 0  2 . 0  3 . 0  - 2 . 0  
o . o  503 2 . 0  -7 . 0  1 . 0  5 . 0 
o � o  504 1 . 0 - 2 . 0  - 3 . 0 2 . 0  
1 . 0  3 2 . 0  2 . 0  o . o  - 1. 0  
1 . 0  1 o . o . 1 . 0 -1. 0  -1. 0  
o . o 9999 4 . o  - 1 . 0  2 . 0  2 . 0  
o . o  0 o . o - 2 . 0  o . o  1. 0 
Th e s ource row is 503 and the pivot column is 1001. 
Figure B-3 . Tableau 2. 
1 . 0  1 . 0 1. 0 
1002 2 1003  
2 . 0  -1 . 0  - 2 . 0  · 2 . 0  
. o . o  501 o . o  - 1-l- . O  1 . 0  2 . 0  
o . o  502 5 . 0  - 2 . 0  3 . 0  2 . 0  
o . o  50 3  2 . 0  3 . 0  1 . 0  - 5 . 0  
o . o  504 1 . 0  2 . 0  - J . O - 2 . 0 
1. 0 3 2 . 0  o . o  o . o  1 . 0  
1 . 0  1 o . o  - 1 . 0  - 1 . 0  1 . 0  
1 . 0  2 o . o  o . o  - 1 . 0  o . o  
o . o  9999 4. o 3. 0 2 . 0  - 2 . 0 
o . o  0 o . o  -4 . o  1 . 0  2 . 0  
The sourc e row i s  501  and. th e p ivot column is 2 �  
Figur e B -4 .  Tableau 3 . 
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1 . 0 1 � 0  1. 0 
1002 1004 1003 
2 . 0  -9 . 0 2 . 0  6 . o  
o . o  501 o . o  o . o  - 1 . 0  o . o 
o . o  502  5 . 0 10 . 0  -J. O -4 . o 
o � o  50 3 2 . 0  7 . 0  - 1 . 0  - 7 . 0  
o . o  504 1 . 0 -10.0 3.0 4 . o  
1 . 0  3 2 . 0  o . o  o . o  1 . 0  
1.0 1 o . o  - 5. 0  1. 0 3. 0 
1.0 2 o . o  -4 , o 1.0 2 . 0  
o . o  9999 4 . o 11 . 0  - 2 . 0 -6 . o  
o � o  0 o . o  1.0 - 1 . 0  -1. 0 
The source row is .502 and the pivot column is 1002 . 
Figure B- 5. Tableau 4. 
1 . 0 1.0 1.0 
1005 1004 1003  
2 . 0  9 . 0  -7 . 0  - J.O 
o . o  .50 1 o . o  o . o  - 1. 0  o . o  
o . o  502 5.0 - 10 . 0  7 . 0  6 . o  
· o � o  50 3 2 . 0  -7 . 0  6 . o  o . o  
o . o  504 1 . 0  1.0 . 0  - 7 . 0  - 6 . o  
1 � 0  3 2 . 0  o . o  o . o  1.0 
1. 0 1 o . o 5.0 -4. o - 2 . 0  
1 . 0  2 o . o  4 . o  - J . O - 2 . 0  
o . o 9999 4 . o - 11 . 0  9.0  5 . 0  
o � o  0 o . o  - 2 . 0  1 . 0  o . o  
The source row is 502 and the pivot column is 1004. 
Figure B- 6 .  Tableau 5. 
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1. 0 1. 0 1 � 0  
100 5  1006 100 3 
2. 0 -5. 0 7. 0 - 3 . 0  
o . o  501 o . o  -2. 0  1. 0 o . o  
o . o 502 5. 0 4. 0 -7. 0 6 . o  
o . o  50 3 2. 0 5 . 0 - 6 . o  o . o 
o . o  504 1. 0 - 4 . 0 7. 0  - 6 . o  
1. 0 3 2. 0 o . o o . o 1. 0 
1. 0 1 o. o - ) . O  4. 0 -2 . 0  
1. 0 2 o . o  -2. 0  3. 0 -2. 0  
o . o  9999 4 . o 7. 0 -9. 0 5. 0 
o . o  0 o . o 1. 0 -2. 0  o . o  
The source row is 50 3 and the pivot column is 1005. 
Figure B-7• Tableau 6. 
1. 0 1 � 0  1. 0 
1 007 1006 100 3 
2 . 0  5 . 0 - J . O -3. 0 
o . o  501 o . o  2 . 0 -3 , 0  o � o 
o . o  502 5. 0 - 4 . 0  1. 0 6 . o  
o . o  50 3 2 . 0  - 5. 0  4. 0 o . o  
o . o 504 1. 0 4 . 0  - 1. 0  -6 . o  
1. 0 3 2 .. 0 o . o  o . o  1. 0 
. 1 . 0 1 o . o  3. 0  -2. 0  -2. 0 
1. 0 2 o . o  2. 0 - 1 . 0  -2 . 0  
o . o  9999 4. 0 -7 . 0 5. 0 5. 0  
o . o  0 o . o  - 2 . 0  1. 0 o . o 
The sourc e row is  50 3 and the pivot column is 1006. 
Figure B-8. Tableau 7. 
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1 , 0  1.0 1 . 0  
1007 . 1008 100J  
2.0 - 1.0 3.0 - J . O  
o � o  501 o . o  -4. o 3.0 o . o  
o . o  502 5 , 0 - 2 . 0  - 1. 0  6 . o 
. o . o  503 2 . 0  3.0 -4. o o . o  
o . o  504 1 . 0  2.0 1.0 - 6 . o  
lL. O  3 2 . 0 o . o  o . o  1 . 0  
1 . 0  1 o . o  - 1.0 2 . 0  - 2 . 0  
1 . 0  2 o . o  o . o  1.0 - 2 . 0  
o . o  9999 4. o 3.0 -5. 0 5 . 0 o . o  0 o . o  o . o  -1.0 1.0 
The source row is 9999 and the pivot column is 1003. 
Figure B-9 • . Tableau 8 .  
1. 0 1.0 1 ct 0 
1007 1008 1009 
2 . 0 - -1 . 0  o . o  3.0 
o . o  .501 o . o  -4 . o 3 . 0 o . o  
o . o  50 2 5 , 0 - 2 . 0  .5.0 - 6 . o 
o . o  .503 2 . 0  3 . 0 -4. o o . o  
o . o  504 1.0 2 . 0  - 5 . O 6 . o  
. 1 . 0 3 2 . 0  o � o  1. 0 �1 . 0  
1 . 0  1 o . o  -1. 0  o . o  2 . 0  
1.0 2 o � o o . o  - 1. 0  2 . 0  
o . o  9999 4.o 3.0 o . o  - .5 . 0  
o . o  0 o . o  1. 0 - 2 . 0  o � o  
The source  row is 503  and the pivot column is 1007 � 
Figure B-10 , Tableau 9 , 
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1. 0 1. 0 1 . 0  
1010 1008 1009 
2. 0  1 . 0 �2. 0  3 . 0 
o . o  501 o . o 4 . o -5. 0  o . o  
o . o  502 5 . 0 2. 0 1. 0 - 6 . o 
o . o 503 2 . 0  -3 . 0  2 . 0  o . o  
o . o  504 1. 0 -2 .0  -1. 0 6 . o  
1. 0 3 2. 0 o . o  1. 0 -1� 0  
1. 0 1 o . o  1. 0 -2. 0  2 . 0  
1 � 0 2 o . o o . o -1. 0 2. 0 
o . o  9999 4 . o -3 , 0 6 . o  -5. 0  
o . o  0 1 . 0  -2. 0 1 . 0  o . o  
The source row is 503 and the pivot column is 1008. 
( Note that this is a transition cycle.) 
Figure B- 110  Tableau 10 . 
1. 0 1. 0 1. 0 
1010 1011 1009 
4 . o  -J . O 2. 0 3 . 0 
o . o  501 5. 0 -6 . o  5. 0 o . o  
o . o  502 4 . o 4. o  -1. 0  - 6 . o  
o . o  50 3 o . o  1. 0 -2. 0  o . o  
·o . o  504 . 2. 0 -4 . o  1 . 0  6 . o  
1.0 3 1. 0 2 . 0  -1. 0  -1. 0 
1. 0 1 · 2. 0 -J . O 2. 0 2. 0 
1. 0 2 1. 0 -2 . 0  1 . 0  2. 0 
o . o  9999 4 . o 1. 0 1.0 1 . 0 
o . o  0 o . o  1 . 0 - 2 . 0  o . o  
The source row is 50 .3 and. the pivot column is 1010 . 
Figure B-i2. Tableau 11. 
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1.0 1 .- 0 1.0 
.1012 1011 1009  
4 . o 3.0 - 4. o 3.0 
o . o  501 5 . 0 6 . o  -7. 0  o . o  
o . o  502 4 . o  - 4 . o  7. 0  - 6 . o 
· o . o  50 3 o . o  -1. 0  o . o  o . o  
o . o  504 2.0 4 . o -7.0 6 . o  
1. 0 J 1.0 - 2 . 0 3.0 -1. 0 
1.0 1 2.0 3.0 -4 , o 2 . 0  
1. 0 2 1.0 2. 0 - 3 . 0  2. 0 
o . o  9999 4 . o -1.0 3.0 1. 0 
o . o  0 o � o -1� 0  1.0 -1. 0  
The source row is 3 and the pivot column is 1011� 
Figure B-1J. Tableau 12. 
1. 0 1.0 1.0 
1012 101 3  1009 
4 . o -1.0 4. o - 1 . 0  
o . o  501 5. 0 -1.0 7 � 0 -7. 0 
o . o  502 4 . o 3. 0 -7 . 0 1 � 0  
o . o  503 o . o  -1. 0 o . o  o . o  
o . o  504 2 . 0 - 3.0 7 . 0 . - 1 . 0  
1 . 0  3 1. 0 1.0 - J. O  2 . 0  
1.0 1 2 . 0  -1.0 4. o - 2. 0  
1. 0 2 1. 0 -1. 0  3. 0 -1. 0  
o . o  9999 4 . o 2.0 -3.0 L� . 0 
o . o  0 1. 0 1.0 -J . O 2 . 0  
The source row is 3 and the pivot column is 1012. 
Figure B-14. Tableau lJ. ·  
.,,, 
The selection of column 1012 (s 12) in Tableau 13  
(Figure B-14 ) , lead s to  a trans it ion cycl e and the 
solution of the problem in Tableau · 14 . 
1. 0 1 . 0  1. 0 
1014 101 3 1009 
5. 0 1 . 0  1 . 0  1. 0 
o . o  .501 6 . o 1 . 0  4 . o  -5.0 
o . o  .502 1 . 0  -J . O 2. 0 - 5 . 0 o . o  503 1 . 0  1. 0 -3 . 0  2. 0 
o . o  504 5 . 0  3.0  -2 . 0  5 . 0 
1 . 0  3 o . o  -1 . 0  O o O  o . o  
1 . 0 1 3. 0 1 . 0  1. 0 o . o  
() ., ') " 1 I"\ I"\ I"\ .. " .i. » v  -.. '- e V • •  v v . v  J. . v  
o . o  9999 4 . o  1 . 0  1 . 0  1 . 0  
o . o  0 1 . 0 1 . 0  - J . O 2 . 0 
Optimum s olution i s  5 . 0 .  
Figure B-1 5 . Tableau 14. 
APPENDIX C 
An arbitrary assignment of each product to  load 
the trucks has given the truck assignments of Tabl e  C-1 
and the product assignments of C-2. 
tll = 
3. 0  t21 
== o . o t31 = o . o  t41 
= o . o  
t12  = 2.0 t22 = 5. 0 t32 = o . o  t42 = o . o  
t13 = 
o . o  t23 = 1. 0 t3 3  = 5. 0 t43 = 
o . o  
t14 = o . o  t24 = o . o  t34 = 1. 0 tlt4 
= 6 . o  
t15 = o . o  t25 = o . o  t35 = 
o . o t4 5 = 1 . 0  
Fr·ofit = 1787 
Table C-1. Arbitrary truck assignments. 










X311  = 
X321 = 
X331 = 
, ... �IJ.1 -_,, · -
X3.51 = 
2 . 00 
o . oo 
o . oo 
o . oo 
o . oo 
27 , 0 0  
.a . oo 
o . oo 
o . oo 
o . oo 
o . oo 
22 . 00 
o . oo 
x411 = o . oo 
x421 = O . OO 
X4Jl = O . OO 
X441 = J1 . 00 
x_451 = · 1 0 . 00 
x1 1 2  = 0 , 00 
Xl22 = 34, 00 
x 1 32 = 0 , 00 
X142 = 0 , 00  
x 152 = 0 , 00  
X212 = 
X222 = 
X2 32 C 
X 242 = 









0 , 00 
16. 00 
4. oo 
o , oo 
o .• oo 
o . oo 
o . oo 
37 . 00 
o . oo 
o . oo 
o . oo 
o . oo 
o . oo 
38 . -00 
o . oo 
x 113 = 6.oo 
x1 23 = O.OO 
x 1 33 = 0 , 0 0  
x: 1 4 3 = o . oo 
X l .5J = O. OO 
X2 13 = 
X22 J = 
X2 33 = 
X 243  = 
x2 .5J = 
X31 3 = 
XJ2 J = 
X JJJ = 
"' = .... �LLJ J .  
X353 = 
X41 3 = 
X42 3 = 
X433 = 
X443 = 
X4 .5.3 = 
o . oo 
15. 00 
o . oo 
o . oo 
o . oo  
o . oo 
o . oo 
21 . 00 
" ,... ,.. 
u , uu 
o . oo 
o . oo 
o . oo 
o . oo 
23 . 00  
o . oo 
Table C-2.  Arbitrary product allocations, 
1. 
2 .  
4. 
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